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Passionate Back end/Front end Developer always learning the latest technologies and chasing opportunities to help better myself as an engineer in IT.

R
Javascript
Python
C++
C#
Java

Mainframe
Cobol
Visual Studio Code
.NET
Excel

Business Analytics - Bachelor of Science - 2019
Marian University Indianapolis - Indianapolis, IN

Full Stack Developer - Ceritification - 2021
Kenzie Academy - Indianapolis, IN

Technical Analyst - July, 2022 to January, 2023
Financial Information Systems - Jacksonville, Florida

Trained to Perform in the Loans Department at Bank Of The West.
Identified strategies as well as improvement opportunities while reengineering processes for greater efficiency utilizing Cobol/Mainframe.
worked on multiples projects underneath the advanced Loan system application as a programmer/Technical Analyst using z/OS, COBOL, JCL,
TSO, ISPF, SDSF, Endevor, OVS, SAR, and Mainframe.
Worked on financial batch transaction modules, online transaction modules, report sort patterns, report definitions, event signalling, screen
handlers and mapping (SDR/BMS)
Conducted tests to ensure changes made by programmers were correct.
worked on the creation of RPIs, which are similar to APIs,  for transaction data extractions and report creation of customer accounts, current and
historical transactions, accruals, and balances.

Junior Developer - April, 2021 to December, 2021
PYRAMID CONSULTING - PYCO001-0000 - ALPHARETTA, GA

Capstone Projects assigned:
During my time at pyramid consulting I worked on creating an eCommerce Website, Designed and built a calculator, and designed/implemented
medical records into the doctor consultation system
Frameworks include Console App and class libraries, ASP.NET webforms, MVC.
Demonstrated strong verbal and written communication skills, including the ability to explain technical information and terminology to non-
technical end users
Environment: ASP.NET MVC, SQL SServer, Visual Studio, SQL Server management
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Software Developer Trainee - January, 2020 to January, 2021
Kenzie Academy - Indianapolis, IN

Excelled in 12 months technical program earning front-end and full-stack software development certification.
Developed an IMDB Clone on team of developers. Granted the title of software developer and given responsibility of setting up error handling,
authentication of the project, and making sure there were class-based views inside the project. Assisted with setting up styling and presentation.
Created a Twitter Clone react app with a team of three other developers. Primary responsibility was implementation of icons, the API component,
and messaging component where you can post to the message feed.
Developed a therapy app project, responsible for creating the posting component where you type in a message and then hit submit posting to the
main page as well as date component of the application.

Delivery Driver - March, 2022 to July, 2022
CMH Builders, Inc. - Indianapolis, IN

Delivered items necessary to complete projects on time to remodel clients basement.
Cleaned up trash after project was complete.
While waiting for assignment, I would assist manager with warehouse needs.

Picker - December, 2021 to March, 2022
Amazon Fulfillment Center IND1 - Whitestown, IN

I would maintain a rate of 72 items/hour to be picked for customers, and would then put the  items in the tote to then be placed on the conveyor
belt to be shipped to customers.


